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Abstract. Image enhancement is an adjusting

process to make an image more appropriate for
certain applications. The contrast enhancement
is one of the most frequently used image enhancement methods. In this study, we introduce
a new image contrast enhancement method using
a link between sigmoid function and Dierential Evolution (DE) algorithm. DE algorithm is
performed to identify the parameters in sigmoid
function so that they can maximize the measure
of contrast. The experimental results show that
the proposed method not only retains the original image features but also enhances the contrast
eectively.

togram or color distributive features) [1]. Therefore, the color contrast enhancement is a very
important step in image processing.

It is ap-

plied in medical image processing, remote sensing, and other areas [24].
In literature, there are several techniques for
image contrast enhancement. The simplest technique is the global stretching or normalization technique.

Given an original image with

the intensity values in the interval

[a, b],

this

method can normalize the intensity values to
the new interval

[a0 , b0 ] (a0 < a < b < b0 )

leads to an increase in image contrast.

that

How-

ever, this method can only apply a linear scaling function to the image and make the en-

Keywords

hancement is less harsh.

Sigmoid function, dierential evolution,
contrast, enhancement, image.

tion [57]. This method transforms a low con-

The other technique

which is commonly used is histogram equalizatrast image to high contrast image by distributing the components of the histogram to cover
a wide range of gray scale with approximately
uniform distribution.

Some related researches

that can improve the performance of histogram
equalization method such as bi-histogram equal-

1.

ization, multi-histogram equalization, contrast

Introduction

limited adaptive histogram equalization,
togram specication [812].

his-

Nevertheless, the

The rst attempt towards digital image recog-

approaches using histogram equalization and its

nition was the color-based algorithm (color his-

relevant technique has a drawback when the
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mean intensity value of the image is shifted to

optimization problem. Moreover, DE has been

the middle gray-level of the intensity range and

proven to be ecient and robust for benchmark

may be dicult for the human eye. Thus, his-

and real-world problems [3538]. Therefore, in

togram equalization based techniques are not

this paper, DE is used in searching the optimal

useful in the cases where brightness preservation

parameters of the sigmoid function. Several ex-

is required [13].

amples performed for various image categories in

Two other techniques that are often performed
in current are fuzzy rule-based contrast enhancement [1416] and image contrast enhancement
using sigmoid function [1725].

this paper demonstrate that the proposed algorithm improves signicantly the measure of contrast in comparison with previous studies.

The sigmoid

The rest of this paper is organized as fol-

function is a continuous nonlinear activation

lows. A review of image contrast enhancement

function. The name, sigmoid, is obtained from

using sigmoid function and the dierential evo-

the fact that the function is "S" shaped.

lution are presented in Section 2. The proposed

The

S-function allows more exible control for the

method are presented in Section 3.

given regions; moreover, Kannan et al. demon-

shows the numerical examples, and Section 5 is

strated the superiority of sigmoid function over

the conclusion.

Section 4

other approaches including fuzzy rule-based contrast enhancement. Therefore, it can be claimed
that using the sigmoid function is the state-ofart image contrast enhancement method.
However, one major drawback in image contrast enhancement method using sigmoid function is that its parameters as the constant
threshold

th

ment on eight of sports images, recommended

c = 10 and should be performed, this result

is not suitable when dealing with various types
of images due to the lack of global contrast optimization.
In order to ll the researched gaps mentioned
above, this paper proposes a new image contrast
enhancement using sigmoid function and evolutionary technique.
parameters

c

and

In particular, the choice of

th

Related work

2.1.

Contrast enhancement
using the sigmoid function

c and

have not been identied exactly.

Although Kannan et al. [19], via their experithat

2.

is converted by chromo-

some representation including 6 genes (c and

Sigmoid function [17] is a continuous nonlinear
activation function. The name, sigmoid, is obtained from the fact that the function is "S"
shaped that can be given as

f (x) =

1
, c > 0, x ∈ [−1, 1].
1 + e−c.x

To deal with the image contrast enhancement
problem, we put

g(x, y)

There are many heuristic algorithms but the

most popular evolutionary techniques and outperforms both genetic algorithm (GA) and ant
colony optimization (ACO) algorithm in the solution quality and convergence rate [2731]. Furthermore, even though a few modied DE methods as IDE [32, 33], aeDE [34], ect., were proposed, DE is more stable in searching the global

=
=

outstanding algorithm is dierential evolution

trast measure. The DE algorithm is one of the

then we have the

and threshold value as follows.

for each R, G, B scale, respectively) at rst.

to nd the solution that can maximize the con-

x = f (x, y)

modied sigmoid function including the contrast

th

(DE). The DE algorithm [26], is next utilized

(1)

where

g(x, y)

1
1+

e−c.(f (x,y)−th)

1+

ec.(th−f (x,y))

1

(2)

c is
th is the threshold value and

is the enhanced pixel value,

the contrast factor,

f (x, y) is the original image pixel value.

In sum-

mary, given a color image with RGB scale, the
algorithm for image contrast enhancement using
a modied sigmoid function is proposed as follows.

Algorithm 1.
Step 1.
Step 2.

c 2020 Journal of Advanced Engineering and Computation (JAEC)

Input the image

f (x, y).

Extract R, G, B planes of the image.
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Step 3.

Re-scale the color planes to the range of

4000

[0, 1].

Step 4.

3500

For each plane, apply the equation to

3000

get the enhanced pixel values.

Step 5.

| ISSUE: 3 | 2020 | September

2500

Finally concatenate the enhanced R, G,

2000
1500

B planes to get the enhanced output image.

1000

In the above algorithm, by adjusting the con-

500

trast factor and threshold value, it is possible

0
0

to tailor the amount of lightening and darken-

th

is between in 0 and 1

c

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

(b)

4500

and reaches the optimal value between 0.3 and
0.5, according to Kannan. Similarly,

0.2

(a)

ing to control the overall contrast enhancement.
The threshold value

0.1

4000

is iden-

3500
3000

tied by 10, it is not completely exact in fact.

2500

According to our experiment presented below,
the value of

c

2000

is between 9.8 and 10 and can-

1500

not be identied unless using the evolutionary

1000
500

algorithm.

0
0

2.2.
1)

Image enhancement quality

minance dierence between its pixels. The high

k1 X
k2
1 X
20 log
EM E =
k1 k2 i=1 j=1

the RMS contrast [36] as the objective function

M ×N,

the RMS contrast is computed as follows.

Lij

k1

and

f (x, y); Imax ,
(3)

is the luminance of the pixel

(i, j), L

is the mean of luminance in the image.

k2

i,j
Imax

!

i,j
Imin

,

(4)

are the number of horizontal

and vertical, respectively, blocks in the image

(i,j)

v
uM N
uX X Lij − L̄
RM S = t
MN
i=1 j=1
where

where

0.5

f (x, y) be split into a number of blocks

and using the equation

ference than low contrast image. This paper uses

0.4

Low, high contrast images and their histograms.

an image

contrast image always has more luminance dif-

0.3

(d)

The contrast of an image is calculated by the lu-

for maximizing. Given the image of size

0.2

(c)
Fig. 1:

Root Mean Square (RMS)

0.1

and

(i,j)

Imin

are the maximum and

minimum pixel values in a given block.

3)

RMS

Absolute Measure of Enhancement
(AME)

contrast can be considered as the standard deviation of the pixel luminance in the image. For

The AME [40] uses the relationship between the

instance, in Fig.

1, it is clearly seen that the

spread and the sum of the two luminance values

more contrast image, a larger standard devia-

found in a small block and the average value of

tion in histogram, and vice versa.

the measured results of all blocks in the whole

Therefore,

f (x, y) be split into a num-

to enhance the image contrast, the RMS value

image. Let an image

needs to be maximized.

ber of blocks and using the equation

2)

Eective Measure of Enhancement
(EME)

k1 X
k2
1 X
AM E = −
20 log
k1 k2 i=1 j=2

i,j
i,j
Imax
− Imin
i,j
i,j
Imax
+ Imin

!
,
(5)

k1

where

is based on the Weber's and Fechner's laws. Let

and vertical, respectively, blocks in the image

164

and

k2

The EME [39], a measure of image enhancement,

are the number of horizontal
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(i,j)

f (x, y); Imax

and

(i,j)

Imin

are the maximum and
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all planes is represented as

minimum pixel values in a given block.

x

=
=

It can be worth noted that for RMS and EME,

x1
10

x2
0.3

x3
10

x4
0.3

x5
10

x6
0.3

large values correspond to good image quality,
whereas for AME, good quality corresponds to
small values.

3.

3.2.

Dierential evolution
algorithm

After encoding each solution into a vector of the

The proposed method

chromosome and establishing the objective function, the dierential evolution algorithm [26] is

As mentioned before, the major drawback in im-

adopted to maximize the objective function.The

age contrast enhancement method using the sig-

DE is a well-known global search method based

moid function is that its parameters as the con-

on population, designed to deal with continuous

c

stant

and threshold

ed exactly.

th

have not been identi-

Although Kannan et al. [19], via

their experiment on eight of sports images, recommended that

c = 10

ages due to the lack of global contrast optimization. To ll the mentioned researched gap, DE
algorithm is applied. That means the contrast
image enhancement is now converted into the
The objective function is to

maximize the measure of contrast. The design
variables are the value of

ization, mutation, crossover, and selection.

Initialization

the feasible space.

In case of image enhance-

is a vector consisting of six design variables

xi = {xi,1 , xi,2 , xi,3 , . . . , xi,6 }

i = 1, 2, ..., N P ; j = 1, 2, ..., n
where

xlj

and

xuj

[0, 1];

is the population size. Note that, as men-

bounds of

c, th

are dened by two following chro-

xl

=
=

x1
1

x2
0

x3
1

x4
0

x5
1

x6
0

xu

=
=

x1
10

x2
1

x3
10

x4
1

x5
10

x6
1

plane; therefore there are six variables including
for G plane and

x

mosomes.

tion is applied to enhance the pixel value of each

c, th

is the real num-

tioned in Subsection 3.1. , the lower and upper

As mentioned before, the modied sigmoid func-

for R plane,

[0, 1]

ber having the uniform distribution within

NP

(6)

are respectively the lower and

upper bounds of ; rand

c, th

dened as:


= xlj + rand[0, 1] × xuj − xlj ,

xi,j

The representation for chromosome and objec-

Chromosome
Representation

NP

ment using sigmoid function, each individual

c and th for each plane

tive function are briey discussed below.

Initially, a population with

individuals is created by random sample from

including Red (R), Green (G), and Blue (B).

3.1.

There are four major

steps in the procedure of DE including initial-

and this result is not

suitable when dealing with various types of im-

optimal problem.

optimization problems.

for

B plane should be identied. To transform the
problem of contrast enhancement into the optimization problem, each candidate solution is encoded into a vector of the

x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , x6 }

chromosome at rst. In the mentioned chromo-

x1 and x2 are the corresponding contrast
c and threshold th of R plane. Similarly,
x3 and x4 are the corresponding contrast factor
c and threshold th of G plane; x5 and x6 are the
corresponding contrast factor c and threshold th
some,

factor

of B plane. For example, the recommended solution of Kannan with

c = 10

and

th = 0.3

for

Mutation

Next, a mutant vector

ated by individuals'

vi

is gener-

xi in the population through

mutation operations. Some mutation operations
are regularly used in the DE as:

•

rank/1:

•

rank/2:

vi = xr1 + F × (xr2 − xr3 ),

vi = xr1 + F × (xr2 − xr3 ) + F × (xr4 − xr5 ),

c 2020 Journal of Advanced Engineering and Computation (JAEC)
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•
•

best/1:

process of image contrast enhancement using the

vi = xbest + F × (xr1 − xr2 ),

sigmoid function and the DE is illustrated in
Fig.

best/2:

vi = xbest +F ×(xr1 −xr2 )+F ×(xr3 −xr4 ),
•

| ISSUE: 3 | 2020 | September

2.

At the beginning,

NP

individuals are

randomly initialized, with respect to upper and
lower bound constraints. Through the process of
Mutation and Crossover, we can create

current-to-best/1:

vi = xi + F × (xbest − xi ) + F × (xr1 − xr2 ),

dividuals consisting of
get vectors) and

NP

NP

2N P

in-

old individuals (tar-

new individuals (trial vec-

2N P individuals,
r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 are randomly sewe get 2N P sets of parameters containing c and
lected from {1, 2, . . . , N P } and must satisfy r1 6=
th values for each color channel R, G, B. Apr2 6= r3 6= r4 6= r5 6= i; F is the scale factor and
plying these parameter sets to the original imrandomly chosen within [0, 2]; xbest is the best
age f we nd 2N P new image g . In the selecindividual in the current population.
tion process, the better N P sets, which result in
th
After mutation, in the case of the j
compo- better objective function values, will be selected
nent vij of mutant vector vi violates its boundthrough the next iterations. The above process
tors). Corresponding to these

where integers

ary constraints, it will be reected back to allow-

is repeated until the stop condition is satised.

able region as described in following formula:

Finally, the parameter set and the image with


 2xlj − vij
2xuj − vij
vij =

vij

Crossover

After

each target vector

if
if

completing

xi

the best objective function are considered as the

vij < xlj ,
vij > xuj ,
otherwise.
the

result of the algorithm.
(7)

Initialize
N P target
vectors xi

mutation,

ui

produces a trial vector

by substituting some components of the vector

xi

by some components of the mutant vector

Mutation,
N P mutant
vectors vi

vi

through the following binomial crossover operation.


uij =

vij
xij

Crossover,
N P trial
vectors ui

if rand[0, 1] ≤ CR or j = jrand ,
otherwise.
(8)

where

Original
image f

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N P }; j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6}; jrand
[1, 6]; and CR is

is the integer selected in range

the crossover control parameter chosen within

+

2N P vectors
including
xi and ui

2N P
enhanced
images g

Select N P
better
vectors

Compute
2N P values
of RM S(g)

[0, 1].

Selection

Finally, each trial vector

pared to its target vector

xi .

ui

Stopping
criterion

is com-

The better one

with lower objective function value will serve as
a new target vector


xi =

ui
xi

xi

No

Yes
Choose
the best
vector and
output the
enhanced
image

in the next generation.

if f (ui ) ≤ f (xi ),
otherwise.

(9)

The DE stop searching when the absolute dif-

Fig. 2:

Flowchart of the whole proposed algorithm.

ference between the current optimum objective
function and the mean of objective functions is
less than a xed value of tolerance. The whole
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Experiments
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26
fbest
fmean

24

In this section, two numerical examples are car-

22

ried out to present the proposed approach ad-

20

vantages.

18

Example 1 step-by-step illustrates

the proposed algorithm through the experiment
on the well-known image Lena.

16

The experi-

14

ment on the SCA-30 dataset [41, 42] is presented
in Example 2.

12

In this example, we compare

the performance of the new method and three

10

alternative techniques consisting of the modi-

8

ed sigmoid function [19], the fuzzy-based ap-

6
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

proach with Gaussian membership function, and
the Adaptive Histogram Equalization (ADE) [5].
The parameters of the DE algorithm are summa-

Fig. 3:

The convergence of the proposed algorithm.

rized in Tab. 1. For the Mutation Factor (F ),
according to [43], the higher value of

F

is, the

by the chromosome:

greater of cost-eectiveness calculation of the
global optimum's reliability is.

x = 9.998 0.516 9.998 0.437 9.958 0.454

For Crossover

Probability (CR), the calculated performance of

CR belongs to [0, 0.1] or
Therefore, we choose F = 0.8

DE will be insensitive if

It

means

can

be

the

RMS

maximized

contrast
when

of

using

"Lena"
the

[0.9, 1] intervals.
moid function with parameters (c, th)
and CR = 0.9, respectively.
In addition, a
(0.998, 0.516) , (0.998, 0.437) , (0.958, 0.454)
N P = 5 ∗ dim has been recommended. In the R, G, B, respectively. It can be seen that

sig-

=
for
the

solved problem, the number of dimensions is 6,

new method result is similar to the recommen-

hence, a population size of 30 is chosen. To im-

dation of Kannan but more exible. Specically,

prove the accuracy of the results, we reduced the

the parameters are not xed at

tolerance to

0.1%,

and the maximum number of

th = 0.3

c = 10

but must be found correctly.

and

Also,

iterations is 500 with DE/rand/1 mutation op-

the parameter values in the three planes are

erator.

not required to be the same.

Tab. 1:

Parameters of DE.

Parameter

in Tab.

Value

Mutation factor (F )

0.8

Crossover factor (CR)

0.9

Mutation operator
Max iteration
Population size
Tolerance

The enhanced

results of comparative methods are presented

rand/1
500
30

2.

From Tab.

2, it can be seen that

the enhanced image created by the proposed
method is more visible than images of other
methods; also, the RMS contrast of proposed
methods is the largest.

It demonstrates the

superiority of the proposed method over others
in both qualitative and quantitative assessment.

1e-3

Example 2

This example tests the perfor-

mance of the proposed method through the ex-

Example 1

periment on the SCA-30 image dataset.
In this example, the well-known

This

dataset includes 30 real-world images captured

image "Lena" is used as an experiment to illus-

with dierent cameras,

trate the details of the proposed method. The

ing conditions.

original image is extracted to three planes R, G,

son result between the Sigmoid function-based

B at rst. The DE is next utilized to reach the

approach [19], the fuzzy-based approach with

optimal parameter solutions.

The convergence

Gaussian membership function, the Adaptive

of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 3. Accord-

Histogram Equalization (ADE) [5], and the pro-

ing to it, the optimal parameters are represented

posed method (DE-Sigmoid) is displayed. Table

c 2020 Journal of Advanced Engineering and Computation (JAEC)

under dierent light-

In this example, the compari-
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Tab. 2:
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The results of enhancement methods.

RMS contrast

Fuzzy rule

Sigmoid function

DE-sigmoid function

0.0417

0.092

0.1404

3 shows some examples of enhancement.

For

the six illustrated images, comparative methods
performance in terms of RMS contrast, EME,
AME, and ranks is presented in Tab.

4.

The

performance on the whole SCA-30 image dataset
is shown in Fig. 4.
Table 4 and Fig.

4 demonstrate the superi-

ority of the DE-Sigmoid over the comparative
methods in terms of RMS. For the EME and

(a) Rank in terms of RMS.

AME measures, the DE-Sigmoid also presents
a competitive performance.
shown in Tab.

Furthermore, as

3, the images provided by the

proposed method are visible to human eye. The
proposed method can clarify the small details
that are almost hidden in the original images.
For the computational cost, it takes some minutes for the optimization process using the DE
algorithm. This is slower than the other methods. Based on the obtained results, the proposed
method can be considered as a potential algo-

(b) Rank in terms of EME.

rithm and can be useful for some specic problems in which the time is not a very important
problem.

Besides, adjusting the DE's param-

eters to trade o the improved performance for
the computational cost is necessary to be further
studied.

5.

Conclusion
(c) Rank in terms of AME.

This paper proposes a method for contrast enhancement using sigmoid function and DE algorithm. In particular, DE is utilized to search the
optimal threshold
tor

c

th

Fig. 4:

Performance of comparative methods on SCA30 dataset.

and optimal contrast fac-

in each color plane. The numerical exam-

ples show that the DE-Sigmoid outperforms the

roughly proportional to the computational cost.

other comparative algorithms in terms of RMS

Therefore, it can be useful for some specic

contrast, and competes the others in terms of

problems where users need to enhance the over-

EME and AME. The proposed method has a

all contrast of images, and the processing time

disadvantage when the improved performance is

is not a very important problem.
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Tab. 3:
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The original and enhanced images of comparative methods.

Original

Fuzzy

image

rule

Sigmoid

ADE

DE-sigmoid

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Image 4

Image 5

Image 6
Tab. 4:

The performance on illustrated images.

Image 1

Image 2

Image 3

Image 4

Image 5

Image 6

Fuzzy Rule

Sigmoid

ADE

RMS (Rank)

0.239 (4)

0.349 (2)

0.241 (3)

DE-Sigmoid
0.350 (1)

EME (Rank)

5.517 (4)

6.281 (2)

5.547 (3)

6.591 (1)

AME (Rank)

15.597 (1)

19.351 (4)

16.609 (2)

17.647 (3)

RMS (Rank)

0.214 (4)

0.310 (2)

0.217 (3)

0.325 (1)

EME (Rank)

10.706 (3)

12.117 (2)

10.537 (4)

13.265 (1)

AME (Rank)

27.438 (2)

31.94 (4)

28.244 (3)

25.998 (1)

RMS (Rank)

0.120 (4)

0.206 (2)

0.153 (3)

0.238 (1)

EME (Rank)

6.745 (4)

7.086 (3)

8.039 (2)

12.471 (1)

AME (Rank)

48.043 (3)

58.002 (4)

45.933 (1)

46.234 (2)

RMS (Rank)

0.101 (4)

0.163 (2)

0.118 (3)

0.198 (1)

EME (Rank)

3.425 (3)

3.670 (2)

4.006 (1)

3.342 (4)

AME (Rank)

7.366 (1)

10.976 (3)

10.064 (2)

19.199 (4)

RMS (Rank)

0.078 (4)

0.118 (2)

0.092 (3)

0.152 (1)

EME (Rank)

5.371 (3)

5.809 (2)

6.874 (1)

5.079 (4)

AME (Rank)

11.641 (1)

18.281 (3)

15.821 (2)

35.055 (4)

RMS (Rank)

0.142 (4)

0.22 (2)

0.154 (3)

0.235 (1)

EME (Rank)

5.316 (4)

5.743 (2)

6.076 (1)

5.433 (3)

AME (Rank)

6.658 (1)

9.679 (3)

7.858 (2)

13.234 (4)
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